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Laurent Series Obtained by Long Division
A.Abian, L.Hogben and E.H.Johnston (Ames, U.S.A.)
AOOtract.. Let 1"'" ... ,1"'0 be the n root-rtodul.L of the polynanial azn+bzm+c,
where n>m>O are integers and a,b,c are nonzer-o canplex numbers. We
give a necessary and sufficient cenctiticn in order that the lor:g divi-
eico of'1 by bzm+azn+c (where contr-ary to traditiooal loog divrsicn,
the divosor is order-ed neither in the ascending 001'"in the descen:1ing
powers of z ) yield the Laurent series of l/(azn+bzm+c) valid in the
annulus rk< Iz l<rk+1 for scte root-m:xlulus rko 0Jr rrethod gives an
effective way of obtaining Laurent series of 1/(azn+bzm+c) in nontri-
vial annulus requiring no Infortratdon about the roots of azn+bzm+c .
01r rsethcdcan te generalized to yield Laurent series of P(z)/Q(z) in
all pertinent nootrivial annuli,;,;,ere P(z) and Q(z) are any finite
(or infinite) polynanials. The generalizatioo ccnststs of (possible
prerultiplicatioo of the mnerator-and the dencminator-of P(z)/Q(z) by
a suitable polynanial) choosing as the leading term for lCl1gdivisicn a
suitable split of a suitable term in the (possibly new) denaninator.
Introduction
Let r, :;; r2 :;; ... :;; rn be the n moduli of the n roots of the
polynomial azn + bzm + c, where' n > m > 0 are integers and a,b,care nonzero complex numbers.
It is known [1, p . 180] that the long division of 1 by c +bzm+azn
yields the Taylor series, valid for Iz I < r, , of the function
1/ (az
n
+bz
m
+ c) provided c is chosen as the leading term of the
divisor and at each step of the long division the remainder is
written in the ascending order of the powers of z , Also it is known
that the long division of 1 by azn + bzm+c yields the Laurent se-
ries, valid for Iz I > r , of the function 1/ (azn + bzm+c) providedn
az
n
is chosen as the leading term of the divisor"and at each step
of the long division the remainder is written in the descending
AMS (900) albject classi1"icatioo 3)610
I(eay - am {tIrases: Laurent series, long divisioo.
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order of the powers of z.
In this paper we choose bzm as the leading term of the divisor.
We prove that the long division of 1 by bzm + azn + c yields (in
the limit) the Laurent series of the function 1/(azn + bzm + c)
valid inside some annuius r < Izi < r 1 ' if and only if one ofv v+
(ii) or (iii) below is satisfied.
m nAlthough the process of long division of 1 by bz + az + c is
straightforward, nevertheless we describe it (inductively).
Description of the long division of 1 by bzm + azn + c. Let Qo =
= 0, Ro = 1. Then the t+ l-st quotient Qt+1 and the t+ l-st re-
mainder Rt+1 are obtained from the t-th quotient Qt and the t-th
remainder Rt as follows. For every integer t ~ 0, let dt be the
result of dividing the leading term of Rt by bz
m. Then Q t+l is ob-
tained as Q t + d t where dt is combined with the term (if any) of
Q t of the same exponent. To obtain Rt+1, the term dt is multiplied
by bzm and subtracted from Rt cancelling (as usual) the leading
term of Rt yielding Rio.Then dt is multiplied by azn. If azndt has
the same exponent as a term in R~ then az" d t is subtracted from
(the first) such term. If the resulting coefficient is zero, this
exponent is cancelled. If azndt has an exponent different from all
of those in Rt then azndt is subtracted from the right-end of Rt.
Anyone of these three (mutually exclusive) cases yields R;.Final-
nly, d t is multiplied by c and cdt is treated w.r. t. R; as az dt istreated w.r.t ..Rt yielding Rt+1.
Thus, in contradistinction to the two conventional long divi-
sions where the divisor is written either in the ascending power~
of z (i.e., c"+ bzm + azo) or in the descending powers of z (i.e.,
azo + bzm + c), we:consider the nonconventional long division of
1 by bz
m
+ az" + c. As a result we prove that if a
k
t is the coef-
ficient of zk in the t-th quotie~t Q
t
mentioned abov~, we have:
lim ak t = ak for every integer, k ,t......co '
(where ak is the coefficient of zk in the Laurent series I ak zk
k=- co
of the function 1/(azn + bzm + c)), if and only if one of the fol-
lowing two (mutually exclusive) conditions is satisfied:
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(Li )
or
(iii)
u v-u
a c
bV
(_u_)U eiSwith
v-u --
ise .. 1
where
(iv)
gers.
Also, we- show that the Laurent series is valid in the annulus
containing the circle
u/v = min with u and v relatively prime positive inte-
(v)
-1
nmc I7(~n:::_ m::""")ac-
where
We will refer to (i) as to "coefficientwise convergence". Thus
we may say that in this paper we give a (easily verifiable) neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the coefficientwise convergence
of the partial quotients of our Ion€; division of 1 by bz m + az" + c
to the Laurent series of the function 1/(azn + bzm + c) which is
valid in a nontrivial annulus.
It can be shown that in connection with long divisions, the re-
sults are essentially dicta ted by the choice of the leading term
of the divisor. Thus, the same Laurent series can be obtained by
dividing 1 either by azn.+ bzm + c or by azn + c + bzm. Similarly,
the same Laurent series can be obtained by dividing 1 either by
m n m nbz + az + c or by bz + c + az .
Let us factor bzm in the denominator of
let us consider the corresponding geometric
1/(bzm + azn + c) and
power series, i.e.)
(vii) =
l:
j=O
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Let us denote by Sh the h-th partial sum of the power series ap-
pearing in (vii), i.e.,
(viii)
It is easy to verify that Sh is identical with the (h+l)(h+2)/2-th
m nquotient Q(h+l)(h+2)/2of our long division of 1 by bz + az + c.
Let us denote by bk h the coefficient of z k in Sh' But then, in view
of (i), to prove ou~ main result we show (instead of showing (i»)that
(Lx) lim bk h= ak for every integer kh -. cg I
if and only if (ii) or (iii) is satisfied.
Since cpmputers can be readily programmed to perform long divi-
sions (say, according to our description mentioned earlier) or ex-
pansions of power series (such as appearing in (vii»,our results
(beside their theoretical value) yield an efficient method of ob-taining Laurent series.
~ For instance, without"lany prior knowledge of the roots of the
polynomial 0.001 z5 + 0.003 z4 + 0.004 and merely based on the fact
that this polynomial satisfies (ii), our method of long division
of 1 by 0.003 z4 + 0.001 z5'+ 0.004 performed on a computer (after
bnly 300 divisions) yielded (with the usual roundings off):
_10136 +33.~4'_10.94 -3.59-1.18z+0.39z2_O.13z3+z z Z
This is a qUite accurate approximation of the Laurent series of the
function 1/(0.001 z5 + 0.003z4 + 0.004), which (in view of (v») is
valid in an annulus containing the circle Izl = 2. The accuracy has
been verified by the fact that the actual value of the function and
the approximation of the Laurent series are very" close for the
points of the annulus of convergence (containing the circle (v».
'Again, without any prior knowledge of the roots, say, of the
polynomiai z3 + 3z + 2 and merely based on the fact that this po-
lynomial satisfies (iii), our method of long division of 1 by 3z +
+ z3 + 2 performed on a cpmp4ter (after 120786 divisions) yielded(with the usual roundings off):
0.14
--2-
z
,0'.24 2+-- - 0.09 - 0.05z - 0.04z + ...
z
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which again is an acceptable approximation of the Laurent series
(in powers of z) of the function 1/(z3 + 3z + 2) and which (in view
of (v)) is valid in an annulus containing the circle Izi = 1.
Let us observe that our long division (as described earlier)
need not be confined to dividing 1 by a trinomial. Indeed, let p(z)
and Q(z) be any polynomials in z (over complex numbers) in which
successive terms appear (w.r.t. the powers of z ) in any order what-
soever (it may even be the case that like powers of z are not com-
bined). For instance p(z) may have the form _z3 + 2z 5 _ z + 3z3 _ z3
and Q(z) may have the form 5z2_3+6z4+2z_3z7+z7+z_8. Then p(z)
may be divided by Q(z) according to our description (this explains
the parenthetical "the first" remark in the description) where R 0
is taken to be p(z).
Variou~ generalizations of our method are currently under the
study by the authors. These include the development of a theory in
connection with obtaining (by the process of long division) any
Laurent series of P(z)/Q(z) which is valid in any annuli determined
by any pair of (magnitudewise) consecutive root-moduli of Q(z).The
general theory seems to be quite complicated. Even the theory in
connection with P(z)/T(z) where T(z) is a trinomial,which is fully
developeq in this paper, is quite nontrivial. fortunately, our re-
sults have simple statements and are readily applicable.
Let P(z) and Q(z) be polynomials over complex numbers. If
P(z)/Q(z) has a Laurent series (in pow"rs of z) which is valid in
an annulus determined by a pair of (magnitudewise) consecutive root
moduli of Q(z), then in many cases, that Laurent series can be ob-
tained by our method performed in the following three steps:
(x ) premultiplication of P(z) and Q(z) by a polynomial A(z)
(including 1 or any other complex number)
(xi) splitting a term ekzk
(1-t)ekz
k (where t is any complex
of Q(z)A(z)
number)
into and
(xiL)
Q(z)A(z)
long
where
dividing (according to our description) P(z)A(z) EI
te"zk ci",s,---,c",h",o",s;:e::.:n---==a"s---"th"e"---l",e",a:;:d",l,,,'n"'g' -'t e"rm.::.:..;:o:.:f-....::t::.:h;:e.....::d.:::i.:.v.:::is:::o::::.r.
For example, the Laurent series of 1001 (3z 5+ 6z 3+ 12z 2 + 5) which
is valid in the annulus containing the circle Izi = 1 is obtained
by long division of 100 by 18i+3z5+6z3_6z2+5. This indicates a
premultiplication by 1 and splitting of 12z2 into 18z2 and _6z2 and
choosing 18z2 as the leading term of the divisor. The result after
7500 divisions is:
2.10
+--z3
7.54+--2-
z
_ 2.36 + 0.138 _ l.77z + 1.24l- 0.45z3+ ..•
z
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which is a qUite accurate approximation of the Laurent series under
consideration. 2
Again, the Laurent series (in powers of z) of 100/(z + 2z - 3)
which i~ valid in the annulus containing the circle Izi = 2 is ob-
tained by long division of 100(z - 2) by -7z + z3 + 6. This indi-
cates premultiplying by z - 2 and choosing -7z (without splitting)
as the leading term of the divisor. The result after 1000 divisionsis
25... +3
z
25
+- -
z
2 38.35 + 2.76z - 0.933z + 0.303z - ...
5 4Finally; the Laurent series (in powers of z) of l/(z + z + 1)
which is valid in an annulus containing the circle Izj = 1.2 is ob-
tained by long division of z+l by 1.8z5+z6+0.2z5+z4+z+1. This
indica tes premultipling by z + 1, splitting of 2z 5 into 1.8z 5 and
0.2z5, and choosing 1.8z5 as the leading term of the divisor. The
result after 10000 divisions is:
_ O. ~O + O. ~3 _ O. 17 + O. 12
z z z
2 3- 0.083z + 0.061 z - 0.049z + ...
For polynomials which are not trinomials, the correspondence
between partial sums of the geometric power series and partial quo-
tients obtained by long division is no longer apparent and the geo-
metric power series technique appears more amenable to proof.
In what follows every Laurent series is a series in powers of z
and every annulus, disk or circle has its center at the origin.Also,
every reference to "long divisionll is made in connection with the
long division as given by our description above.
The follOWing Lenmas and Theorems are needed for the proof of ourmain result Theorem 4.
Le- I. LeA: n > m > 0 be bu:e.geM II1ld p.q
numbeM. Folt eveJuj buegeJt k, the eoe66iuent a
k
06
nonzeJto eompiex
zk in the ~eJtiel>
I (pzn-m
j=O
m j
+ qz" ) (1)
w t, (w + vt)( U v-u)ak = g L S + ut P qt=o if (m.n) I k
(2)
if (m;n) ,j'k
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wheJte. g ,v.. a complex numbeJt. w; s aile. nonne.gative. .i.nte.ge.M (all
tlvte.e. de.pe.nd.i.ngon k ] and
u/v = mIn with u and v ~e.tative.ty ~me. p06.i.t.i.Ve..i.nte.ge.M. (3)
v
Proof. Let v > 0 be the smallest integer such that (pzn-m+q£m)
has a nonzero constant term. Clearly, for some positive integer u
we must have u(n-m)-(v-u)m =0. Le., un vvm e O and since v was
chosen the smallest, we see that (3) is satisfied for these u and
v. W
Next, let w .:: 0 be the smallest integer such that (pzn-m+qz-m)
has a nonzero term of degree k. Clearly if (m.n) Ik then no such w
exists in which,case a
k
= O. If (m,n) I k then w exists and for some
nonnegative integer s we must have sf n c-m)- (w-s)m=k (indicating
the dependehce of sand w on k).
From the above it follows that in (1) terms of degree k occur in
W+vt
( n-m -m)pz + qz for t=O,1,2, ...
and nowhere else. ThUS, if (m,n) I k, then the coefficient ak of zk
in (1) is formally given as:
m
~ (w + vt) s+ut qCw+vtl-Cs+ut)
ak = L Pt=O s + ut
s w-sa
k
= p q I
t=o
t
(w + vt ) ( u v-u )s + ut P q
which is (2) with g = pS qW-S
TItWlleJII I. Let u , s , v , u be. .i.nte.ge.M 6uch that w.:: s .:: 0 ad
v > u > 0 The.n the. 6WU
I
t=O
(4)
I z] (5)
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i8z = rO e i8e .. 1 (6)
proor.Applying the ratio test on (4) we find that the radius of
convergence ro of (4) is given by:
(w+vt)! (s +ut +u)! (w+vt -s - ut+v- u)!
(s +ut) !(w+vt - s - ut) ! (w+vt +v) ! =
e Ldrn(s+ut+ 1) ... (s+ut+u)(w+vt-s -ut+ 1) ••. (w+vt-s -ut+v-u)_
- t-~ (w+vt+1J ... (w+vt+v) -
= lim
t-~
Thus,
Next, we show that (4) diverges for z = roo Indeed, we have
1/2 (w+vt)!r;
t (s+utJ!(w+vt-s-ut)! (8)
b S ( )-1/2( -1·)-twhich, y tiding's formula (lim t! 2u t te =
t-~
that the above limit is equal to:
/
1) implies
)W+vt t1/2 (w+vt "o
(v/2Uu(v-u»
(s +utl+ut(w _s +vt _ut)w-s+vt-ut =
= (v/2Uu(v-u») 1/2vw(v_u)s-wu-Slim
t-~ . tut vt-ut'(s+u ) (w~s+vt-ut)
t t
By (7) this becomes
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where K is the obvious constant. Thus, by (8) we have:
1" t1/2 (w+vt) t - Kam s ut r 0 -
t ....1Il +
(9)
-1/2 .However, since the series L t dlverges it then follows from
t;l
(9) that (4) also diverges for z = roo
Next, we prove that (4) converges for z = roelS with elS • 1. To
this end, clearly it suffices to show that
lSe • 1.
Let
( 11)
Thus, the series appearing in (10) can be rewritten as
n,1St b
Lett=m
( 12)
By Abel's summation formula [1, p.313] and since S t 0 we obtain
from (12)
n-1n 1mS Hn+l)S ,
I e1St bt = "'e'-.....::.-"'e~,...-_b + L
t.em 1 _ eie n
1mS Ht+l)S
e - e ( )lS bt - bt+1
1 - e
and therefore
n b
+ I Ib II--!::l - 1 I)
t.em t bt
( 13)
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However, from (11) and (7) we derive:
bt+l
--g- =
t
uu(v_u) V-U (w+vt+ 1) •.. (w+vt+v)
v (s+ut+ 1 )•• Xs+ut+u)(w+vt a-ut-s 1 ).• Xw+vt-s-ut+v-u)
V
=
tv tv-l+ CV_1 + ... + Co
tv d tv-1 d+ v-l +... + 0
where constants c. and d. are independent of t. Thus, for some po-
l 1
sitive constant H1 we have;
as (14)
On the other hand it follows from (11) and (9) that for some posi-
tive constant H2 we have:
as t-ClCl• (15 )
But then (13), (14), (15) imply that for some positive constant H,
lim 1IeiBtbt Im,n ....(I) tem
n
~ H lim (n-1I2+ I t-3/2) = 0
m,n .....a) t em
which by (11) implies (10), as desired.
F~nally, let us observe that if (4) converges then Izi ~ ro and
by (10) it must be the case that z' roo In other words, the con-
vergence of (4) implies (5) or (6).On the other hand if I z 1 < 'o
then converges and from (10) it follows that (6) also implies the
convergence of (4). Hence, (5) or (6) imply the convergence of (4).
Thus, the Theorem is proved. .
Remark 1. By the "coefficient" of zk in the long division of 1
rn nby bz + az + 1 we mean the complex number a such that
k
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kwhere ak.tis the coefficient of z in the t-th quotient of the long
division.
kLet us denote by bk h the coefficient of z in the h-th partial•
sum of
(16)
As mentioned in (vii) of the Introduction it can be shown (in a
straightforward but rather tedious way) that
(17)
where the equality holds even in the case of divergence of (bk h)or (ak t)' '•We are interested in determining necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the "coefficientwise conver-gence" of the sequence of
partial sums of the series given by (16). In this connection, ba-
sed on Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we prove:
The.oltl'Ilt 2. La n > m > 0 be bt-tegeM and a, b .c nonzeJto eomp{ex
numbeM. Foil. evfVUJ inte.geJt k, {a bk•h be. the. eoe.66iue.nt 06 zk in
1 h. jthe. n-th pall.tial. 6um I (-1) J (~ zn-m + ~ Z-m) 06
bzm j=O b b
(18)
The.n theJte. ex.t6.t6 a eomp{ex numbe.ll.a k weh that
(19)
m n-m
a c I
bn
n m
< (~) (_n_)
n n- m (20)
Oil.
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(-1)v
u v-ua c
bV
v u '8= (~) (_u_) e'
v v-u w-U.h
iee t- 1 (21).
wheJte.
ulv = min w«.h u and v 1teR.(LljveR.y plUme p06.0Uve 1..ntegeM. (22)
Proof. From (19) it follows that ak exists if and only if ak is
the coefficient of zk in the series given by (18). Comparing (18)
with (1), from (2) it follows that ak exists if and only if theserles
Lt=o (23)
is convergent. Also, we see that (22) follows from (3). But then,from (4), (5), (6),
replacing z by u v-u(-1? (~) (.':) in (4)b b (24)
it follows that the series given by (23) is convergent if and onlyif:
(25)
or
with e i e " 1 • (26)
In view of obvious simplifications and (22), we see that (25) and
(26) are respectively identical with (20) and (21).
Thus, Theorem 2 is proved.
Following Remark 1, we may paraphrase Theorem 2 as follows:
COIWUiuuj ,. The paJtJ:J..a£.quodenJ:6 06 the eong dJ..vi..61..on 06 1 by
bzm +azn +c a6 weR.e a6 the paJtJ:J..a£.6um6 06 the 6eJUU g1..ven by (16)
conveJtge coe661..cJ..enJ:wJ..6e 1..6 and oney 1..6 (20) Olt (2J) 1..6 6(Llj661..ed.
kRemark 2. We have shown above that the coefficients bk h of z,
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in the h-th partial sum of series given by (16), or equivalently
(see (17»), the coefficients ak t in the t-th partial quotient (of,
the long division of 1 by bzm + azn + 1) converge if and only if
(20) or (21) is satisfied.In what follows we prove that in case of
convergence, (bk h) converges to the coefficient ak of zk of the,
Laurent series of the Laurent series of l/azn + bzmo+ c in a non-
trivial annulus (determined by two modulswise consecutive roots of
n m .az + bz + c). Thus, our results show the close ties between the
process of long division and the Laurent series expansion.
The following lemmas are needed for our purpose.
Lenna 2. Let h ,k be. po-!>-itive. -i/tote.geM and p ,q nonzvl.O compte.x
numbeM. Let C be. a -!>-impte.do-!>e.d CWLve. -!>uMouncU.ng the o,",-g-in.
The.n theM e.x-i-!>./:-!> t e C -!>uchthat
MMe.ovVt ,
I h -k Ipz + qz < 1 Z e C (28)
h -k1 + pz + qz = 0 (29)
hao at te.aot one. 6Otu.uon -ino-ide. C and at te.a-!>./:one. ootu.uon ou./:-
-!>-ide.C.
Proof. Let t be a point on C such that arg t = ar~~q~p) = e .
Then it can be easily verified that t = reie satisfies (27).
On the other hand, from (28) it follows that pzh + qz-k maps C
inside a circle C_d with radiusl-d for a suitable d > O. Also, in
view of the presence of qZ-k in pzh + qz-k there exists a small
circle S surrounding the origin and located inside C such that
h -k St· d . I C .th d' 1 d Hpz + qz maps au Sl e a ci rc e d Wl ra lUS +. owever,
pzh + qz-k is analytic in the region R bounded by C and Sand -1
is a point in the region bounded by C_d and Cd' Consequently, for
h -ksome point s € R we see that ps + qs = -1. Clearly, s is inside
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Therefore the series is uniformly convergent on some circle (i.e.,
[z ] = Itl) with center at the origin. Thus, we showed that (Iv )
implies (i) and the Lemmais proved.
TheoJlent 3. LU n > m > 0 be. bU:e.gVL6 and a, b ,c nonzlVw cam-
p<'.ex numbVL6 and <'.U
m n-mI a c
bn
n m
< (n-m) (_m_)
n n-m (36)
alt
= tV - u)' (_u_)u ei8v v-u with i8e • 1
u/v = min w.Uh u and v ItUiLUvuy pJr.).me.pa~Wve. -i.n.te.gVL6. (38)
The.n .the. camp<'.ex-vaeued ~unman f g-i.ven by
f (z ) = --::C-'---::--
azn + bzm+c
(39)
(40)
( 41)
Malte.aveJi,' ~ 0Ir. eve.Jr.lf -i.n.te.ge.Jr. k .the. c:ae.~Mue.n.t a
k
a~ zk -i.n (38) ~
g-i.ve.n ~:
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C and satisfies (29). Using the presence
an argument similar to the above, it can
at least one solution outside C.
h h -kof pz in pz + qz ,
be shown that (29) has
with
also
LeJIIIIa 3. Let n > m > 0 be hztegeJt6 and a, b ,c nonzVtO complex
numbeJt6. Let the comptex-valued 6eJl.-i.U
(30)
be g.Lven. Then the 6oUaw-i.ng 60uJt Matement6 Me eqiUvalent.
(L) The 6eJl.-i.U convVtgu tmi.6oJr.mty an Mme cbtcte wUh centVt
at the oiUg-i.n.
(Li )
m n-mI a c
bn
n m
< (~) (_m_)
n n-ffi
(iii) The 6eJl.-i.U convVtgu tmi.6oJr.mty an the cbtcte
-1
n
[z ] = I (n~~)a I = "o
(tv) The 6eJl.-i.U convVtgu po-i.ntw.iJ.>e an Mme 6-i.mpte cto6ed
cuJtve 6uNtound-i.ng the otUg-i.n.
Proof. Clearly, (i) implies that for some r> 0
with I z I = r
which by (27) implies
respectively)
(With h, k, p, q replaced by a cn-m, m, b' b
I a I - n-m Ic I - -m 1br +'br <
But then, obviously,
min <I%lrn-m + 1%lr-m) < 1
r-
(32)
However, the above minimum is readily computed to be equal to:
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-1
n -1mn
(~) (_n_)m n-m
m n-m
a c I
bn
and is attained for
(34)
m n-m
From (32) and (33) it follows I a c
bn
which, after obvious simplifications, yields
proved that (i) implies (ii).
Next, if we assume (ii) then from (34) and (32) it follows
-1
n -1mn
(n-m) (_n_)m n-m
(ii). Thus, we
< 1
have
I a I n-m Ic I -mb 'o + b "o < 1
which implies
I a n-m C -m I Ia I n-m I c I -m . I Ib Z + b Z ~ b 'o + b 'o < 1 Wl th Z = 'o
which asserts that the series is uniformly convergent on the circle
Izi = ro as given in (34). Thus, we proved that (ii) implies (iii).
Since (iii) implies (Lv) trivially, we need only to show that
(iv) implies (i). Let the series converge pointwise on some closed
curve surrounding the origin. Thus,
with ZE C (35)
(a c )But by 27) there is (again n-m, m, b' b replacing h, k , p, q tEe
such that
( ) I a n-m I I c -m IFrom 35 it follows that bt + bt < 1 'and therefore
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Therefore the series is uniformly convergent on some circle (i.e.,
[z ] = Itl) with center at the origin. Thus, we showed that (Iv )
implies (i) and the Lemmais proved.
TheoJlent 3. LU n > m > 0 be. bU:e.gVL6 and a, b ,c nonzlVw cam-
p<'.ex numbVL6 and <'.U
m n-mI a c
bn
n m
< (n-m) (_m_)
n n-m (36)
alt
= tV - u)' (_u_)u ei8v v-u with i8e • 1
u/v = min w.Uh u and v ItUiLUvuy pJr.).me.pa~Wve. -i.n.te.gVL6. (38)
The.n .the. camp<'.ex-vaeued ~unman f g-i.ven by
f (z ) = --::C-'---::--
azn + bzm+c
(39)
(40)
( 41)
Malte.aveJi,' ~ 0Ir. eve.Jr.lf -i.n.te.ge.Jr. k .the. c:ae.~Mue.n.t a
k
a~ zk -i.n (38) ~
g-i.ve.n ~:
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ak = lim bk h = lim
h ' h
(43)
h
L
j;O
(-l)j (~zn-m c -m)jb + b z
Proof. From (36) and (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3 and (30) it follows
1 ; ( )j (a n-m C -m jthat the series - L -1 b z + b z ) is uniformly conver-
bzm j=O
gent on the circle given by (41). Moreover (using the familiar for-
mula for the sum of a geometric series), in accordance with (vii)
we have:
~
f (z ) . = ----;,---'--;:-_ = 1 L
azn+bzm+c bzm j=O
(44)
on the circle given by (41) and in fact in an annulus containing the
circle (which implies also that fez) has no poles in the annulus),
Furthermore, in view of (31), it can be readily verified that (42)
follows from (28) and (29) of Lemma 2 provided in the latter C is
replaced by the circle given by (41) and h,k,p,q are respectively
a creplaced by n-m, m, b' b'
From (44) it follows that fez), as given
an annulus containing the circle given by
Laurent series of f(z) in the annulus. From
of the series (44) it follows that
by (39), is analytic in
(41), Let (40) be the
the uniform convergence
. 1 r 1 ~ j a n-rn C -m)j (4)= lim 2ifI -c k 1 L (-1) (b z + b z dz 5
w 1. a bz m+ + j=o
where Co is the circle z = ro given by (41), However, by Cauchy's
formula, the left side of the equality in (45).represents the cOef-
ficient ak of zk of the Laurent series (40) of the function fez) gi-
ven by (39), Similarly, the expression following "lim" on the right
side of the equality in (45) represents the coefficient of zk in
1 w
- Lbz m j =0 "
ThUS, (43) is Implied by (36),
Next, we show that (40) to (43) are also implied by (37),
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Let us replace z in
But then from (37) and
tions we obtain
a n-rn c-m
1lz +1lz by
(38), after some
-1 ieis rnc n
roe = ((n-m)a) e
straightforward manipula-
I a n-rn c -m I a n-rn C -m I I (46)1l z + 1l z ~ 1 and 1l z + bz • - 1 for z = rO •
From (46) it follows that %zn-m + %z-m maps the circle I zl=r
o
given by (41)" into the closed unit disk with a neighbourhood of -1
excluded. Hence, by a reasoning analogous to that in the proof of
(28) and (29) of Lemma2, we can establish (42). From (46) it fol-
lows that fez) given by (39) has no poles on the circle Iz I = r
O
given by (41).
Now, let us consider the functions
fd (z ) = -::--'--=-_
azn +bdzID +0
with (real) d > 1 (47)
By the same reasoning as above, fd (z ) has no zeros on the circle
Izi = ro' Thus, fez) and every fd (z) are analytic in some annulus A
-1
containing the circle Iz I = 'o = I (n~~)a In. As d - 1+ it follows
that fd(z) converges to fez) uniformly on compact annuli in A.
Let (40) be the Laurent series of f(z) valid in A, and for every
d > 1 let ck dbe defined by,
Ck,d is the coefficient of zk in the Laurent series of (48)
f d (z ) in A. By the uniform convergence of fd (z ) and Cauchy's formula,
we have
By (37) for every d > 1 we have
m n-m n m
la c I = (~) (_n_)bO n n - m (50)
By (36), (48), (43) this implies
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Ck,d is the coefficient of zk in
ee j
1 I (1)j (a n-m c -m)__ _ -z +-z
bdmj"1 bd bd
(51)
But then by (50), (51), (20), (2), (23) we have
(52)
where G is a complex number independent of d.
From (52) and (49) we obtain
cv U v-u t
a
k
= lim G I (w+vtt)( (-1)Y (bad) (pc) )
d -1+ t.e O s +U UU
(53)
However, by (37), in view of (21) and (19), we see that
is a convergent series. But this, by (53) and Abel's theorem [1,
p , 177] implies
Which, by (23) and (2), implies (43), as desired. Thus, the Theorem
is proved.
Finally, we prove our main theorem:
TheoJr.em 4. Let n > m > 0 be integeM and a .b ,c nonzVtO eomptex
numbeM. Then the tong div-iAion 06 1 by bzm+azn+c yietev.. the Lau.-
Itent ~eUu Ii.e. , the palttiat quodent~ 06 the tong div-iA.i.on
conVeltge eoeUic.i.el!.tW-iJ.,e to the Ll1Wlent ~eUuJ 06 -the 6fJ-nwon
11 (az" + bzm+ c) vaUd in an annut~ r < I z] < r 1 1601t ~ome pailt
Y Y+
06 magn.i.tudew-iAe eo~ecudve ltoM-moduU ry and rY+1 06 az" +bz
m
+c)
eontain.i.ng the wete
-1
n
(54)
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m n-m
a c I <
bn
n m
(n-m) (_n_)
n n-m
(55)
Olt
( _1)V
u v-ua c
bV
v U "S
= (v-u) (_u_) e'v v-u (56)
u/v = min w-t~h u and v !te1!.ativeJ.fJ pJUme pOJ,.iuve .in~e9eM. (57)
Proof. The "if" part follows immediately from Theorem 3. On the
other hand, by Theorem 2 the coefficientwise convergence of the
partial quotients of the long division of 1 by bz
m
+az
n
+C, implies
(56) or (57) which, in turn, by Theorem 4 ensure that the partial
quotients converge coefficientwise to the Laurent series of fez) as
described in the Theorem. Thus, the "only if" part of the Theorem
is also established and the Theorem is proved. .
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Laurent-ovi redovi dobiveni
dugim dijeljenjem
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Sadrzaj
Neka su r, ': .. t rn moduli od n korijena polonoma az
n + bzm+ c, gdje
au n > m > 0 pr-Lrodni brojevi i a,b,c kompleksni brojevi razliciti
ad nuIe.V clanku se daju nuzni i dovoljni uvjeti da bi se dugim di-
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jel jenjern jedlnice sa azn+ bzm+c dobio Laurent-ov red na prstenu
r
k
< I z I < r
k
+1 za neki rk. Za razliku od uob icajenog dugog dije-
Ijenja, ovdje, djeljitelj nije ureden po rastucim odnosno opadajuc.im
potencijama cd z. Ova metoda daje efektivan nacin odredivanja Lau-
rent-ovog reda od 11 (az" +bzm+c) na netrivijalnim prstenima, bez
ikakve informacije 0 korijenima polinoma azn + t:zm+ c. Takode , ova
metoda se moze prosiriti na dobivanje Laurent-ovih redova od
P(z)/Q(z) na svim odgovarajucim netrivijalnim prstenima za proizvo-
ijne konacne iii beskonacne poiinome p(z) i Q(z).
